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Abstract.  The task which includes computing of non-conflict schedule for crossbar switch node of packet commutation is NP-hard.
After checking their efficiency with throughput modelling by uniform load traffic, the check for non-uniform traffic is required. In the presented
paper  we propose  a procedure  of  calculating the  upper  boundary of  throughput  for  crossbar  packet  switch  node.  The results  of  the  computer
simulation of switch throughput  for hotspot  load by grid-cluster of IICT-BAS are presented. Simulation utilizes PIM-algorithm for non-conflict
schedule, specified by apparatus of Generalized Nets. It is shown that the usage of the suggested procedure permit to evaluate influence of the step of
simulation on the precision of boundary values for throughput.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern  digital information  systems are  built  on  the

principle  of  exchange  of information of  discrete portions,
called  packets.  Communication  nodes in  these  systems are
called router and switch. A crossbar switch node routes traffic
from the input to output where a message packet is transmitted
from the source to  the destination.  The randomly incoming
traffic must be controlled and scheduled to eliminate conflict
at the crossbar switch. The goal of the traffic-scheduling for
the crossbar switches is to maximize the throughput of packet
through a switch and to minimize packet blocking probability
and packet waiting time [1].  This is assured by the algorithm
for  calculation of non-conflict  schedule which is running in
the control unit of the switch (Scheduler – Fig.1) [2].

Fig. 1 Architecture of crossbar switch node

The problem of calculating of non-conflict schedule is
NP-complete [3].  Increasing data volumes [4]  and increasing
the speed of transmission lines of communication require new,
more efficient  algorithms for the calculation of the conflict-
free schedule. The  efficiency  of these  algorithms can  be
verified with a formal or simulation tools.

The efficiency of the algorithms for switches in the first
place can be  evaluated by using bandwidth output channels
(throughput).  The incoming traffic  may be uniform or non-
uniform. The study of an algorithm's throughput begins with
modeling of the switch throughput under uniform load traffic

(uniform i.i.d Bernoulli traffic). The next step is to investigate
the algorithm's throughput under non-uniform traffic [5].

In the previous paper [6] we proposed a procedure for
calculating  the  upper  boundary  of  throughput  for  crossbar
switch  node  using  the  results  of  simulation  throughput.  If
throughput  of  crossbar  node  increases  to  a  certain  limit
(monotonically), the procedure provides one unique solution.
This  solution  can  be  determined  by  the  value  of  step  of
convergence,  which  value  is  calculated on the result  of  the
simulations with a certain error.

In this paper we will show that under certain conditions
the value of the step of convergence gets a precise meaning. In
this case, comparing this value with the simulation results, we
will obtain directly the computational error of the procedure.

2. CONDITIONS FOR THE SIMULATION
The load traffic may be various types [5] presenting by

traffic matrix T. Traffic matrix T for switching fabric with size
N x N is defined according to Gupta [7]. A conflict situation is
created when in any row of the  T matrix contains more than
one nonzero element. This corresponds to the case when one
source declares connection with more than one receiver. If any
column of the T matrix hosts more than one nonzero element,
this also indicates  a conflict  situation.  Avoiding conflicts  is
related to the switch node efficiency. In order to obtain a non-
conflict schedule it is necessary to compute a sequence of non-
conflict matrices Q1, Q2, . . . , Qr  such that their sum is equal
to the traffic matrix T. Each row and column of every matrix
Qi, i  = 1,  2, . . . , r has no more than one element equal to 1
and the rest of elements are equal to 0.

We utilize a family of patterns of  T for  non-uniform
traffic  simulation  based  on  the  hotspot  (Chao)  model.  This
model is given by:  λii  =  0,5ρ for i  =  j  and  λij  =  0,5ρ/(N-1)
otherwise,  i, j  1, … ,  N,  where  ρ  is the load intensity of
each input (i.i.d. Bermoulli) [9]. 

The first matrix type T in the family of patterns is called
Chao1.  Its  optimal  schedule  requires  2(N-1) switches  of
crossbar matrix for N x N  switch node. In the general case, the
i-th  matrix  type  is  denoted  by  Chaoi.  Its  optimal  schedule



requires  2i(N-1) switches of crossbar matrix for N x N  switch
node [8]. This matrix type is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Matrices of types Chao1 and Chaoi.

For description of switch algorithms many authors use
different  formal  apparatus such as  cellular  automata,  neural
networks, queue theory [10], matrices-masks [11] etc. We use
the  apparatus  of  Generalized  nets (GN) [12]. GN  is  a
contemporary  formal  tool  created  to  make  detailed
representation of connections between the structure and timing
correspondence in parallel processes [13]. 

Our simulations is  using the known PIM-algorithm
[14] for non-conflict schedule specified by the apparatus of
Generalized nets.  The  utilized  GN-model  for  PIM-
algorithm is specified in [8]. The transition from a GN-model
to executive program is performed as in [15]. The source code
has been compiled by means of the grid-structure BG01-IPP
of  the  Institute  of  information  and  communication
technologies  -  Bulgarian  Academy  of  Sciences  (http://
www.grid.bas.bg)  and  the  resulting  code is  executed  in  the
grid-structure.

3. PROCEDURE OF CALCULATING THE UPPER
BOUNDARY 

We give an informal  description of the procedure for
determining the convergence of the throughput of the switch
to a specific upper boundary on the results of computational
experiments for a given family of patterns for load traffic and
given algorithm. Approbation of the procedure is done with
the patterns for  hotspot model of incoming traffic and model
of PIM-algorithm [6]. 

Step  1. Let  the obtained results  of  computational
experiments  to study throughput  are  ranked heuristically to
trend  towards convergence  (graphic curves) to some upper
bound. The initial evaluation of the required number of graphs
is at least 5 (from Pattern1 - Chao1). In our example, we have

seven curves  (templates). In  the  figures  below,  Chaoi is
denoted as Ci for i=1,2,… .

We decide if there is any reason to declare the existence
of an upper boundary. If "Yes", then we estimate the range of
possible values (for i → ∞ and N → ∞). According to this data
(7 ready) - 77% more than the boundary, and at least 80% of
its maximum  throughput. We define the dimension of N for
the next steps keeping in mind the following considerations -
simulation  results  should  contain  data  that  already  have  a
"sustainable" monotonic increase efficiency.

In our case - Results for Figure 3 – we estimate that N
must  be  greater  than  20  (20x20).  The  maximum  value  is
determined by the available computing power. 

Fig. 3 Throughput of PIM-algorithm with Chao-traffic 

Step 2.  We  carry  out simulations for  4  patterns of
incoming  traffic using the  selected permanent "step" m for
index  i  in  patterns  Chaoi. (if  the  results  are  ready,  gather
"together"). 4 patterns - the minimum number of patterns, and

m   {2,3,4, . . .} .
In [6] we used a value of 10 for the “step” m. Now we

will  use a  value  of  5  for  the m.  This means  that  you  will
simulate the  throughput of  the  switch with patterns  for
incoming traffic Chao1,  Chao5, Chao25, Chao125,  Chao625, …
We get results for C1, C5, C25, C125 –  which  are shown in
Figure  4.  The  dimension  N -  from  3x3  to  70x70.  10  000
simulations  -  the  first, second  and  third  patterns,   for  last
(Chao125) - 1000.

Fig. 4 Throughput for Chao1, Chao5, Chao25, Chao125

Step  3. Calculation  of  the  difference  between
throughput for neighboring patterns. We build a curved line
for differences as shown in Figure 5. We have 3 curves : Δ1 =

throughput (Chao5)  -  throughput (Chao1),  Δ2  =  throughput

(Chao25)  -  throughput (Chao5),  Δ3 =  throughput (Chao125) -

throughput (Chao25).

Fig. 5 Differences between throughput



Step 4.  We calculate  the  convergence  parameter  δ -
ratio of the difference.  We build a curved line for results -
shown in Figure 6. We have δ1 = Δ1 / Δ2, δ2 = Δ2 / Δ3. 

Fig. 6 Ratio (δ1, δ2) between differences

The convergence parameter  δ1 is increased to the value

of ≈ 2,18. The convergence parameter δ2 tends to the value of
≈ 2,22. Do these two curves converge to the same value? May
be. Error for δ1 and δ2 : ± 0,02  are shown in Figure 7. 

We need some extra data. The value of the step m is 5 -
the next pattern for simulation will be a Chao625. We calculate

the ratio  of  the difference δ3= Δ3 /  Δ4  = Δ3  / (throughput

(Chao625)  -  throughput (Chao125)  ).  The  result  is  shown  in

Figure  8.  There  are  1000  simulations  for  Chao625.  The

convergence parameter  δ3 tends to the value of ≈  2,23.  Error

for δ3 : ± 0,04. 

Fig. 7 Ratio (δ1, δ2) in a more detailed presentation

Fig. 8 Ratio (δ3) between differences  

Using the results of the simulations we assume that the
parameter of convergence δ has a value of 2.23 with error  ±
0,03.

We know from theory that an infinite number series of
the  form 1/a  +  1/a2 +  1/a3 +  ...  +1/ai +  ...,  where  a >  1,
converges as i → ∞ to the value of 1/(a-1). In  our case we
assume that the  parameter of  convergence δ forms a  series
with a = 2.23.

Consequently, the coefficient of convergence Sn for our
results is Sn = 1 / (2,23-1) = 0,813(00813) ≈ 0,813.

Step 5.  We accept what  the true border capacity with
unlimited  buffer  increase  and  for  each  N> 20 (see Step 1)
converges to the value at 0,8130 greater than the difference
between this pattern and the former, which we want to use for
the calculation.

We compute  values  of  the upper  boundary using the
pattern with the highest number - Chao625 :

Boundary-throughput (N)  =  throughput Chao625 (N) +

Sn . Δ4 (N), 

where Δ4=throughput(Chao625) - throughput (Chao125).

The result  is  shown in  Figure 9. The most important
throughput = 0,77415 for N =70 ( 0,77399 for N = 60).

Fig. 9 Upper boundary of throughput

Step 6. We  consider  the growth trend in  Figure  9
throughput values  of the border.  Keeping in mind the largest
value for  the throughput 0.77415 obtained in  Step 5,  we
estimate the value as N → ∞ at 0.775.

Step 7. Primary analysis of errors. 
Relative  error {Boundary-throughput(N)= throughput

Chao625 (N) + Sn. Δ4 (N) } 
The  results  of  the  simulations  show that  the  relative

error of the throughput at the used patterns is approximately
equal. Let’s designate it with с RelErr. 

In  this  case  the  assessment  of  the  relative  error  for
boundary is  :

Relative error {Boundary-throughput(N) = throughput
Chao625 (N) + Sn. Δ4 (N)} = RelErr  + 4. RelErr  + 2. RelErr 

Relative error is  more dependent (in these  terms)   on
the accuracy of the coefficient of "convergence." 

4. ACCURACY OF THE OBTAINED BOUNDARY
During  the  calculation  of  the  boundary  we  used  the

curve of the pattern  Chao625 and the value of the parameter
of convergence δ3 =2,23 (Sn=0,8130). The boundary obtained

if  the  curve  of  the  pattern  Chao125  with  δ2=2,22
(Sn=0,8196)is  used  is  showed  on  Figure  10.  The  curve
presented in that case is above this for Chao625. Which of the
results is more accurate?



Fig. 10 Upper boundary of throughput,  m=5

Let’s calculate the boundary using the curve  of  the
pattern  Chao125 and  the  value  of  the  parameter of

convergence δ3. The obtained result is showed on Figure  11.
The correlation of the curves is better than on Figure 10.  Is
this enough to accept that the value of δ3 is the most accurate
one? We will be using the data from [6] for  the boundary
obtained using step  m=10. The comparison  of the curves is
showed  on  Figure  12. Having  in  mind  that  comparison  we
accept that the value of δ3 is more accurate.  

Fig. 11 Upper boundary , m=5, Sn=0,813

Fig. 12 Upper boundary, m=10,m=5 (Chao625)

Besides,  we  can answer the question for  the accurate
value of the convergence parameter δ.

Proposition:  The accurate value of the convergence
parameter δ  equals squarе  root равна----- of  the  step  for

pattern choice  m (from Step 2):  δ=m
½ .

Reasoning:  The  results  of  the  simulations.  In [6] at

m=10 is calculated δ=3,15 ± 0,02 .  10
½

≈3,162277.  Here we

obtain at  m=5  δ=2,23 ± 0,03. 5
½

≈2,236068. 

Consequence 1:  The differences between the obtained

during the simulations values of δi and the value m
½

 are  equal
to the absolute error δ. This is an independent way to evaluate
the resultant errors.

Consequence 2: If m
½

 is the most accurate value of δ,
we decrease the error of the boundary calculation twice.

Consequence  3:  It is possible to choose the  step  m,
accordingly  to  the  calculation  resources  available  for  the
simulation implementation.  

Proofs for the proposition validity can be received
through new simulations –  at  bigger  dimensions  of  N and
different combinations for incoming traffic. This is an object
for further investigations. 

5. CONCLUSION
The results of the implemented modeling show that in

the proposed procedure the value of the parameter of
convergence equals the square root of the step chosen for the
pattern simulations of the incoming traffic.  As a consequence
we can evaluate the error of the simulation upper boundary for
switch throughput. It is shown that the usage of the suggested
procedure  permit  to  evaluate  influence  of  the  step  of
simulation on the precision of boundary values for throughput.

The  suggested  procedure is  better  to  prove  using
simpler model of incoming traffic (for example  uniform) and
also  try on  the  example  of  other   -  more  complicated (for
example , unbalanced model) – traffic models.
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